
Africa in World History (HIST 4327/5327  – Spring Semester 2019  

                                                        Africa in World History  – Dr. Matthew Quest 
                   (HIST 4327, 3 Credit Hours) 
                        Spring  Semester 
       January 22, 2018 to May 6, 2018 

 
Instructor Contact: mquest@ualr.edu 
Office Hours: TBA   

Course Description 

We will concisely explore, in one semester, aspects of African History from ancient, precolonial, 
colonial, and post-colonial times. Placing Africa in conversation with other areas of the world, we 
will inquire about images, ideas, and myths about this continent and its peoples. We will take note 
of geographic, economic, and cultural contexts for human encounters. These will include Africa 
and the origins of humanity, the Mediterranean World, the Christian and Muslim Worlds, the Indian 
Ocean World, and the Atlantic World. We will become alert to how knowledge of Africa is gathered 
differently and comparatively received from Area Studies, Pan African, and Afrocentric traditions. 
 
Key Questions 
 
From the beginning to the end of the course we will ask four broad questions that will inform our 
analysis and critical thinking:  

1. What has Africa’s relationship been to enslavement and empire?  
2. How has Africa been at the center of historical discussions about civilization and self-

government? 
3. How do we learn about actual African peoples and cultures, on their own authority, beyond the 

gaze and agenda of outsiders?  
4. How do heritage learners and scholars focused on government service receive Africa differently? 

What is History? 

History is a living thing not simply a body of facts. Without appreciating the battle for survival and the 
struggle for happiness you cannot understand the organization of world societies and historical 
personalities that made their mark in the past. While we should appreciate contingency, ambivalence, 
and creative conflict in the human condition and strive to be objective, we should also develop our own 
philosophy of history informed by our own mission and purpose that we hope to fulfill and not betray. 

As this is a history course we will concisely be introduced to scholarly categories like historiography, 
primary and secondary sources, the difference between facts and interpretations, understanding 
comparison, causation (and its relationship to time), social change, and dynamic tensions. 

With this awareness we can study Africa in World History alert to the ideas and events that bring society 
together and the controversies that drive us apart. 

Course Objectives    

• Students will analyze the continuing interpretation of Africa’s place in World History. 

• Students will learn about gender, class, religion, and ethnicity in African History, the continent specifically, 
through concentrated focus on Kenya 



• Students will become aware of how African American and Caribbean heritage learners see Africa 

• Students will become aware of contemporary intellectual controversies about Africa in Antiquity Studies 

• Students will understand the diversity of peoples, complexity of events, and cultural interactions shaping 
African History on the continent itself. 

• Students will be able to communicate historical knowledge in written and oral form. 

• Students will be able to connect and compare primary and secondary sources from multiple perspectives. 

• Students will be able to use written and visual sources to draw conclusions and support an argument. 

• Students will learn to locate and distinguish primary from secondary sources. 

• Students will learn to evaluate sources to determine if they are appropriate and scholarly sources. 

• Students will learn to understand the principles of academic integrity including how to cite sources. 

 
Required Texts and Materials 
 

 

• David Northrup. Seven Myths of Africa in World History. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 
2017. (ebook available) 

• C.L.R. James. A History of Pan African Revolt. Oakland: PM Press, 2012. (ebook 
available) 

• Zora Neale Hurston. Barracoon. New York: Amistad, 2018  (ebook available) 
• James Meriwether. Proudly We Can Be Africans. Chapel Hill, UNC Press, 2002 (ebook 

available)  
• Julie MacArthur ed. Dedan Kimathi on Trial. Athens: Ohio UP, 2017 (ebook available) 
• Leigh Brownhill. Land, Food, and Freedom. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, 2009 
• Computer with word processing software (under no circumstances can you succeed in 

this course using a smartphone) 

 
Supplementary and Optional Materials 

Walter Rodney. Groundings with My Brothers. London; Verso, 2019. 

Mary Lynn Rampolla, A Pocket Guide to Writing in History, (New York: Bedford/St. Martin, 2009). 

TBA and will be accessed at our Blackboard class webpage. 
 
Instructor Expectations  

Students will participate actively in the course, display academic integrity at all times, and complete all 
assignments by the due dates posted in the course calendar. You will come to our online class ready to 
discuss the reading materials due on that date. 
 
Easy, ready access to a computer and an internet connection is ESSENTIAL.  

Do not do class work or correspond with me through a smartphone. 
 
This class utilizes the online Blackboard system which you must be competent. You will be expected to 
deposit journal entries, essays, reviews, audio files and other assignments at our Blackboard class 
website. Students will also be expected to utilize the Blackboard system to access course documents, 
supplementary readings, guidelines for assignments, and for taking exams.  

REGARDLESS OF THE ASSIGNMENT NO LATE WORK WILL BE ACCEPTED 



THERE WILL BE NO EXTRA CREDIT ASSIGNMENTS FOR THIS COURSE 

Instructor Guidelines and Policies  

Attendance and Participation 

When taking an online course it is difficult to measure “absences” and “participation.” If we were 
teaching and learning face to face we would meet three times a week for about 3 hours time in total. A 
15 week class would be 45 hours of face-time. The average preparation and homework for an ordinary 3 
credit class for a full semester is 6-9 hours outside class time per week. This means if you are not 
working on your school work for this amount of time (separate from interacting on Blackboard) you 
will likely produce below average or failing work.  

Think about it -- this is not meant to intimidate or disturb, but let’s be real. An online course is not for 
avoidance of serious and timely engagement. 

We have to keep in mind that an online course requires a disciplined and concentrated effort on your 
part. We have some hard deadlines to guide the class’s evolution -- where you have to “show up” -- 
particularly for when short essays and exams are due. We have more flexible deadlines for reading, 
journaling and discussion. You have to be “present” each week and login at least once a day to keep up 
with the requirements of the course. There is no “participation” grade.  

Your regular journaling, which will be graded, is where your note taking should be evident in response to 
required readings and texts. This is the foundation for all other participation and discussion. 

There are journaling and discussion board grades (total 20%). This means if you don’t take this seriously 
you are in danger of receiving a below average grade or failing. If you don’t do the readings you can’t 
journal and discuss at a high level. 

Quality journaling is a sign that you prepared your readings on time. If you did the reading you will have 
something qualitative to say in discussion. If you did not do the reading and journal, be humble, and be 
careful not to waste the class’s time.   

If you choose to participate and journal to the bare minimum standard, you will be graded as such. 
Those that consistently add meaningful discussion will be graded higher.  

As long as you are meeting the minimum requirements, your discussions will be graded on quality not 
quantity. [Look at the rubric: note it is qualitative not quantitative. This means it is trying to indicate how 
to educate yourself not accumulate points] 
 
Discussion boards are not places to copy/paste memes, cheap blogs, or express humor. Especially, in an 
online class, we have to be patient and respectful as our communications can sometimes be 
misunderstood beyond tone and body language which we cannot see face to face. Each of us deserve 
moments of grace including your instructor. Save up your moments for quality discussion to minimize 
misunderstanding should it come up. 

COMMUNICATION: Class discussion should be marked by respect for the instructor and fellow students. 
After establishing this, there is no need to agree with every proposition or idea placed forward by the 
textbook, instructor, or fellow classmates. Healthy debate and disagreement, supported by scholarly 
and chronological references, is a sign of a high degree of engagement. (We will model what this looks 
like at the beginning of class)  



No historical interpretation or contemporary opinion will disturb your instructor -- I guarantee it. Still, 
we have to be patient with each other and build trust. Though I have my own viewpoints, I am familiar 
with a wide variety of world-views.  

As your instructor, I will go the extra-mile to support the perspective or interpretation of someone I 
disagree, while clarifying any dispute about basic historical facts. When unsure of the facts (admit this) 
and work hard to be on more solid ground before expressing an opinion. 

Besides discussion in class, your journal entries are for regular note taking from your required readings, 
and the basis for frequent personal communication with your instructor about American History: facts, 
interpretations, sources, relation to current events, etc.  
 
For technical or administrative concerns with the course: Technical concerns with the course, 
specifically problems with Blackboard technology, should be referred to the office who have the 
professional skills to assist you. 
 
(After consulting the syllabus) you can reach the instructor at the email address above, and you can 
usually expect a reply within 24 hours.  

Proper email guidelines include writing to your instructor with a formal address (ex. “Dear Dr. Quest”) 
and a respectful conclusion. Where there is a substantial concern -- kindly explain.  

Don’t express anger, contempt, or speak informally in correspondence with me as if we have equal 
power. We do not. Don’t make the mistake of talking to me like I am a customer service representative 
(though they should be spoken to respectfully also). 

Help me assist you in possibly overcoming and resolving any potential mistakes or misunderstandings in 
your favor by talking to me patiently and with respect.  

Even where you don’t find specific issues resolved to your satisfaction, respectfully pursuing your 
concern often reminds me to be considerate of such a student in other ways. To be clear, this is not an 
encouragement to waste your instructor’s time or try to hustle me especially in regard to grades. 
 
GRADING: It is my goal to have all grades posted within a week to ten days from the due date. This is 
largely determined by when those assignments are received; if everyone completes at the last minute, it 
will take longer to get grades posted. Additionally, I grade all assignments and exams in the order in 
which they are received.  
 
Please note: We are working on a points system, please see charts below for how grades are 
distributed. Blackboard will occasionally express your grade temporarily as a fraction 3/5 or 12/132. 
Ignore this. Do not email me in a panic. These don’t necessarily reflect “bad” or “failing” grades.    

GRADE DETERMINATION 

Your grade will be determined by the following: 

       Details          Percent of Final Grade   Total Points 

Exams (multiple choice, true/false)    3 exams (15pts each) 45%   45 points 
 
Discussion                10 boards  10%        10 pts (1pt each) 



Journal                                10 entries     10%        10  pts (1pt each) 

Book Review Essay     4-6 pages  15%    15 points 

Primary Source Evaluation   1-2 pages    5%      5 points 
 
Short Audio  (Art)                4-5 minutes               5%      5 points 

Final “Key Questions” Audio     5-7 minutes  10%    10 points  

 
Rubric for Grading Writing, Discussion Board, Journals, and Audio Assignments 

Level of Engagement 

Evaluation: Make and defend judgments based on internal evidence (ex. required reading) and/or 
external criteria (ex. ideas, information, and sources you gather from outside required materials). In this 
way you can successfully appraise, argue, assess and justify your claims. 

Synthesis: Compile component ideas into a new whole or propose alternative frameworks (beyond 
comparison and criticism) 

Analysis: begin to appraise and question, compare and contrast, criticize, and distinguish between 
ideas (why one is not like the other) 

Comprehension: Demonstrate understanding of facts (review, infer, paraphrase, and give examples) 

Knowledge: Remember previously learned information (arrange, outline, reproduce, define, describe) 

 
**** 
More Notes on Quality Scholarship 
 
Students Need to Edit Their Work 

Phrases Not To Use In Your Writing or Discussion: “I think…” “In my opinion...” “I believe…” “I like… “I 
don’t like…” “I’m not sure…” “I agree…” “I disagree…” -- You can express your own bold thoughts and 
interpretations without using these phrases. When you do so, such phrases are redundant. When copy 
editing your work, delete these phrases to improve the quality of your presentation. If you have actually 
said or thought something of substance it will become clarified. 
 
Everything you write and say are your interpretations and  thoughts. Be sure to give me some “meat” 
with those “mash potatoes!” If you wish to assess something as “complex,” “protean,” or “ambiguous” 
that doesn’t mean you are unsure. It means you have made a decision and evaluation. If you are 
“ambivalent” about an idea, event, or person’s character say why. 
 
Adjectives Not To Use In Your Writing or Discussion: important, significant, good, bad -- These words 
suggest your thoughts are superficial and not deep enough. There are many words to suggest ethics, 
morality, judgment, quality, merit, and evaluation -- I just did it. I know my students can do it also. If 
something is worthy of highlighting to the world as being impactful, be sure you are clear in comparison 
to what other ideas, events, people, etc are of a lower standard or measure. 
 



[When unfamiliar with the meaning of words -- perhaps some of those I just used -- please, look them 
up. Keep in mind words have multiple meanings depending on context.] 

Whisper: By the way don’t make this mistake “novel” is never a synonym for a history book! 

Use a Consistent Professional Citation Style Guide and Cite Only Scholarly Sources 

Chicago Manual of Style or Modern Language Association (MLA) Style is required for writing 
assignments. 

Do not use or cite general information websites like wikipedia or history.com 

Cite only scholarly sources, such as secondary sources. Books and journals published by university 
presses are among the best scholarly sources but not the only ones.  

If you are citing music or videos, first evaluate them for scholarly merit. 

There are specific ways to cite an online source in the citation style guides. Look these up. 

 
Brief Description of Assignments 

Exams will be mostly multiple choice, a little true/false, and taken online at Blackboard. The exams will 
be timed at 60 minutes for 50 questions. There will be a window of more than 24 hours access to take 
the exam. The exams will be instantly graded. 
 
Discussion Boards are spaces on Blackboard where students and the instructor prepare “threads” or 
themes for conversation and reflection. We will use the “fishbowl” method. Further organization of the 
discussions to be announced.  

Journal entries are deposited at Blackboard. Due on designated dates in the syllabus before discussion 
boards are due. These entries always include note-taking for your required readings. They may be a 
response to a question your instructor gives you beforehand. This is also a space where I can comment 
on your journal entry and the instructor and student can correspond about history related questions. 

The Book Review Essay will be based on the required book we will be discussing in the second half of 
the semester. This will be due after Spring Break, which means you will have to have read the whole 
book before we finish our discussion of it in class. All book reviews concisely summarize and comment 
on the merits of sections of a book. This book review essay, in addition, must show awareness of how 
the book fits into the historiography of the field, uses primary and secondary sources, show that the 
student grasps the difference between facts and interpretation, and shows some sign of the student’s 
growing philosophy of history and an assessment of the historian’s craft. 

The Art assignment is part short essay and part audio recording. You will select a piece of art (painting, 
sculpture, etc) and in an audio file (4-5 minutes) describe the merits of the art work and how it informs 
historical knowledge. Again, do not repeat the formulations describing the art found in the text but give 
us original thoughts in your own words. Where you use other scholarly sources to inform your 
interpretations they must be cited. 

The Key Questions About Africa in World History Short Essay Audio assignment will be a 5-7 minute 
audio recording that shows you grasp the key themes and questions of the course (as listed at beginning 
of syllabus). More information forthcoming.         



 

 

**** 

Readings, Journals, Discussion Boards,  and Assignments Due on Monday of Each Week by 11pm (this 
accounts for those with family and job responsibilities at diverse times). That means discussions close 
at this time. If you repeatedly post adding little of quality or merit you will be graded accordingly. 

Reading must be done before Journal entries. Journal entries before Discussion Boards. There is no 
question you will have a failing grade for assignments if work is not done in this fashion. If you don’t 
have a journal entry due for a particular week it doesn’t mean you don’t read and contribute to 
discussion.  
 
COURSE SCHEDULE 

T Jan 22  First Day of Online Class --  Introduction. 
 
Examine syllabus. (Please read it to the very end). 

Listen to audio introduction from your instructor.  

Introduce yourselves to each other on the Discussion Board  

“What is Africa to me?” (first group exercise on Discussion Board) 

Start working! Assignments are due on the date and time listed above them.  

ex. See below. What is below M Jan 28 is due on that date. 

Remember: we don’t have specific meeting dates and times. But we do our work all week and our 
assignments are due at specific dates and times.  No late assignments are accepted. 

M Jan 28 
 
Listen to Short Lectures 

David Northrup’s Seven Myths of Africa in World History (SMAWH) 

SMAWH Introduction xv-xxiv 

SMAWH CH 1 1-21 

SMAWH Ch 2 22-38 

SMAWH Ch 3 39-60 

Journal Entry/Discussion Due 
 
M Feb 4 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

SMAWH Ch 4 60-84 

SMAWH Ch 5 85-102 



SMAWH Ch 6 103-127 

Journal Entry/Discussion Due 

M Feb 11  

Exam #1 (take online at Blackboard) 

SMAWH Ch 7 128-151 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

Journal/Discussion Board Due  

M Feb 18 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

Required: Read article “Rewriting the History of Walter Rodney?” 

Journal/Discussion Board Due 

M February 25  

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

Recommended: Read article on “George Padmore and CLR James’s International African Opinion” 

C.L.R. James’s A History of Pan African Revolt (AHPAR) 
 
AHPAR Introduction 1-33 
 
AHPAR CH 1 37-49 
 
AHPAR Ch 2 51-54 
 
Journal/Discussion Board Due 

 
Short Essay/Audio for Art Assignment. 

 
M March 4       

 
Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

 
AHPAR Ch 3 55-63 
AHPAR Ch 4 65-85 
AHPAR CH 5 87-94 
AHPAR Ch 6 95-106 
AHPAR Ch 7 101-136 
 
Exam #2 (take online at Blackboard) 
 
Zora Neale Hurston’s Barracoon (ZNHB) 



ZNHB Foreword, Introduction, Editor’s Note ix-xxviii 
ZNHB Preface-Ch 1 3-24 
ZNHB Ch 2-9 25-76 
Journal/Discussion Board Due 

Middle of Semester 

 
M March 11    

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 
ZNHB Ch 10-12 77-94 

ZNHB Appendix 95-113 

ZNHB Afterword 117-146 

Journal/Discussion Board Due 

Spring Break -- March 17-23 
During Spring Break  
Read James Meriwether's Proudly We Can Be Africans (PWCBA) 

PWCBA Introduction and Prologue 1-26 

PWCBA Ch 1 27-56 

PWCBA Ch 2 57-89 

Journal/Discussion Board Due 

M March 25   

Book Review Due After Spring Break (Absolutely Cannot Be Late) 

**Must be uploaded to Blackboard in “Box” as a file that I can grade with electronic post-its. If you 
need help ask Blackboard Help office for assistance. I will not grade it any other way. Take this 
seriously.** 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 
 
PWCBA Ch 3 90-123 

PWCBA Ch 4 124-149 

PWCBA Ch 5 150-180 

Journal/Discussion Board Due 

Last Day to Drop an Individual Class March 26 by 5pm 

M April 1 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

PWCBA Ch 6 181-207 



PWCBA Ch 7 208-240 

PWCBA Epilogue 241-246 

Exam # 3 (take online at BlackBoard) 

Journal/Discussion Board Due 

M April 8 

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

Julie MacArthur ed. Dedan Kimathi On Trial (DKOT) 

Each Student has to read the foreword, introductory note and introduction 

DKOT Foreword and Introductory Note xi-xix 

DKOT Introduction 1-40 

Choose one of 15 primary source documents in DKOT  

[Everyone is in the fishbowl] 

Each student has to read ONE of these chapters 

DKOT Ch 1 (Last name begins with A-F) 

DKOT Ch 2 (Last name begins with G-J) 

DKOT Ch 3 (Last name begins with K-O) 

DKOT Ch 4 (Last name begins with P-S) 

DKOT CH 5 (Last name begins with T-Z) 

Journal entry/Discussion Board due 

M April 15   

Primary Source Evaluation Due   

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

Leigh Brownhill’s Land, Food, Freedom (LFF) 

LFF Part 1 and Part 2  

Introduction,  

LFF CH 1-3 pp. 1-66 

Journal entry/Discussion Board due 

M April 22    

LFF Part 3  

LFF CH4 (Last name begins with A-E) 



LFF CH5 (Last name begins with F-I 

LFF CH6 (Last name begins with J-M) 

LFF CH 7 (Last name begins with N-R) 

LFF CH 8 (Last name begins with S-Z) 
 
Journal entry/Discussion Board due 

M April 29  

Listen to Short Lectures and Media Files 

LFF Part 4 

LFF CH 9-11,  

Appendix 205-286 

Journal entry/Discussion Board due 

M May 6    Last Day of Class  

                   Short Essay (Audio: 5-7 minutes, upload to Blackboard):  

Answer Key Questions About Africa in World History Citing Sources From Our Textbooks. Questions TBA 

Your audio response cannot be related to your book review.  
 
Remember to make sound file with volume to the maximum. Your instructor can always make  it lower but can’t 
make it loud enough if I cannot hear it.   

Finals Week May 7-14 

Grades Due (By Instructor) May 16  (12 noon) 

• University Policies 
Academic Integrity Statement 
University regulations regarding academic dishonesty, as set forth in the UALR student 
handbook and other university documents and publications, will be strictly enforced in this 
class. Any student who submits work that he/she did not produce for the given assignment will 
be assigned a grade of zero points (F) for the assignment in question, and may possibly fail the 
class. In accordance with Section VI: Statement of Student Behavior, under the code of student 
rights, responsibilities, and behavior, the university defines academic dishonesty under the 
classifications of cheating, plagiarism, collusion, and duplicity. Cheating and blatant plagiarism in 
this class can result in disciplinary sanction. 
 
Students with Disabilities 
Your success in this class is important to me, and it is the policy and practice of the University of 
Arkansas at Little Rock to create inclusive learning environments consistent with federal and 
state law. If you have a documented disability (or need to have a disability documented), and 
need an accommodation, please contact me privately as soon as possible, so that we can discuss 
with the Disability Resource Center (DRC) how to meet your specific needs and the 
requirements of the course. The DRC offers resources and coordinates reasonable 



accommodations for students with disabilities. Reasonable accommodations are established 
through an interactive process among you, your instructor(s) and the DRC. Thus, if you have a 
disability, please contact me and/or the DRC, at 501-569-3143 (V/TTY) or 501-683-7629 (VP). For 
more information, please visit the DRC website at www.ualr.edu/disability. 
 
Web Accessibility Statement 
It is the policy and practice of UALR to make all web information accessible to students with 
disabilities. If you, as a student with a disability, have difficulty accessing any part of the online 
course materials for this class, please notify the instructor immediately. 
 
University Resources 
Advising: http://ualr.edu/advising/ 

• Counseling Services: provides confidential mental health and career counseling services for all 
UALR students: http://ualr.edu/personalcounseling/ 

• Disability Resource Center: http://ualr.edu/disability/ 
• Financial Aid: http://ualr.edu/financialaid/ 
• Green Dot Initiative: http://ualr.edu/greendot/ 
• Health Services: provides non-emergency medical care to all UALR students: 

http://ualr.edu/health/ 
• The Link: http://ualr.edu/cssc/link/ 
• Ottenheimer Library: offers ask a librarian and research support: http://ualr.edu/library/ 
• Registration: http://ualr.edu/records/ 
• Technology Support is offered at both the campus level along with outside services. 

UALR offers support for students: http://ualr.edu/itservices/ along with Blackboard help: 
http://ualr.edu/blackboard/ 

• University Writing Center: provides support to writers throughout the writing process: 
http://ualr.edu/writingcenter/ 

 
**The syllabus is subject to revision at instructor’s discretion.**          

Closing Note: 

I believe we will have a great semester together. If you choose to stay in this online class your presence 
will indicate your understanding of the expectations for our course.  

Thank You! If you have read this far, please send me an email message with the secret password in the 

subject line. The secret password is Patrice Lumumba. 

http://ualr.edu/advising/
http://ualr.edu/personalcounseling/
http://ualr.edu/disability/
http://ualr.edu/financialaid/
http://ualr.edu/greendot/
http://ualr.edu/health/
http://ualr.edu/cssc/link/
http://ualr.edu/library/
http://ualr.edu/records/
http://ualr.edu/itservices/
http://ualr.edu/blackboard/
http://ualr.edu/writingcenter/

